
Pine Crest School use 
Kano’s Story Mode and 

apps to teach computer 
programming concepts 

and critical thinking. 

What do you gain most from Kano?
The support we receive from Kano is unlike any 
other edu-provider. In addition to the resources 
and lesson ideas, we regularly Skype into their 
London HQ and meet the team - the kids find it 
very exciting!

What’s been your favourite experience with Kano?
Make Art is a fantastic app that promotes kids’ 
ingenuity. In addition to kids coding our school 
logo, I decided to use Make Art to develop kids’ 
American patriotism by getting kids to code the 
American flag. The ability for kids to develop their 
coding skills as well as their understanding of our 
country’s history is inspiring.

How have kids responded?
They love being collaborative but also competitive 
with their creations. It fosters both a great sense of 
community, pride and healthy(!) competitive spirit!

How does Kano support computer science 
education?

How I get my students involved and engaged 

is through ensuring they see how they are 
applying their computer science education - we 
use Kano to teach coding languages, key terms 
and foundations. When kids progress through 
school, they feel confident from their experience 
with Kano and can choose CS classes they once 
thought they would never access.

 Love for Kano  
I’m able to teach Python, Linux, Javascript and 
Coffee Script in a way that’s accessible, engaging 
and exciting.

–

Michael Luetjen is a passionate education technology 
leader at Pine Crest School in Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida. 

Learn more about Michael and his Kano story here.
Share your #KanoStory with us or get in touch for 
more info at education@kano.me
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